On the Occasion of 40 Years of Organized Bilingualism Research at Stockholm University (1981–2021):

Recent Developments in Bilingualism and Multilingualism Research

A one-day symposium

17 June, 2022
09.00–18.00
(registration from 08.15)

Reinholdsalen, Juristernas Hus, Campus Frescati
(on the hill behind Restaurant PicNic, (T) Universitetet)

Registration: marta.quevedo@biling.su.se
(registration is free but binding!)

Centre for Research on Bilingualism
Department of Swedish Language and Multilingualism
Program

08.15–09.00  Registration

09.00–09.15  Introduction
   ELISABETH WÅGHÄLL NIVRE (FACULTY DEAN)
   NICLAS ABRAHAMSSON (CENTRE DIRECTOR)

   NATHAN YOUNG

09.45–10.15  Understanding Speech Perception: Modeling Adaptation to Foreign Accents
   MARYANN SU LIN TAN

10.15–10.45  Causal Intentionality in Monolingual and Bilingual Witness Memory
   MARTA QUEVEDO RODRIGUEZ

10.45–11.15  Coffee and poster exhibition

11.15–11.45  L1 Retention and L2 Acquisition in International Adoptees
   GUNNAR NORRMAN

11.45–12.15  Ethnographic Explorations of Language in a Contested Crimea
   NATALIA VOLVACH

12.15–13.15  Lunch and poster exhibition

13.15–13.45  Does Bilingualism Come with Cognitive Advantages and Linguistic Costs?
   NICLAS ABRAHAMSSON

13.45–14.15  A Multilingual Approach to Internationalisation in Swedish University Life
   LUKE HOLMES

14.15–15.30  Panel discussion: Making Bi/Multilingualism Research Matter
   Introduction and moderator: LINUS SALÖ
   Panelists: KENNETH HYLTTENSTAM, CARLA JONSSON, NATALIA GANUZA, DAVID KARLANDER, CHRISTINA HEDMAN & SUSAN SAYEHLI

15.30–16.00  Coffee and poster exhibition

16.00–16.30  A WEIRD Bias in SLA Research? A Bibliometric Approach
   EMANUEL BYLUND

16.30–17.00  Towards Epistemic Justice: Language, Identity, and Relations of Knowing in Multilingual Schools
   CAROLINE KERFOOT

17.00–17.30  Sociolinguistics of the South
   CHRISTOPHER STROUD

17.30  Post-symposium mingle
Poster exhibition

The Social and Stylistic Variation of Rhythm in Stockholm Swedish
NATHAN YOUNG

Is Bilingualism Associated with a Lexical Deficit? A Meta-Analytic Study
GUNNAR NORRMÄN, NICLAS ABRAHAMSSON & EMANUEL BYLUND

New Horizons in the Study of Multilingualism and Thought
EMANUEL BYLUND

Language Aptitude and Language Awareness: Polyglot Perspectives
KENNETH HYLTELSTAM

Translanguaging and Translations in Workplace Meetings
CARLA JÖNSSON

Using Event-Related Potentials (ERPs) to Examine Predictive Processing
JOSÉ ALEMÁN BAÑÓN

The Development of Interactional Skills in L2 French: The Case of Complaint Initiations
KLARA SKOGMYR MARIAN

The Role of Explicit Knowledge in Written L2 Production
GORAN MALJAN

Tracing Productivity and Creativity in L2 Compound Production
TATIANA ANTONCHIK

The Impact of Stress on Host Language Acquisition by Immigrant Children
SUSAN SAYEHLI

Reconsidering the ‘Gold Standard’ for Nativelikeness in L2 ERP Studies
DOMINIK FREUNBERGER, EMANUEL BYLUND & NICLAS ABRAHAMSSON

Is Language Aptitude Immune to Experience? Divergent Evidence from Bilingualism vs. Blindness
NICLAS ABRAHAMSSON & HELENA SMEDS

Ideological Indeterminacy: Worker Esperantism in 1920s Sweden
DAVID KARLÅNDER

Study Guidance in the Mother Tongue (SGMT): A Study of SGMT Tutors’ and Teachers’ Collaboration
JOSEFINA ELIASO MAGNUSSON

Manufacturing Multilingualisms of Marginality in Mozambique – the Linguistic Battle against COVID-19
MANUEL GUISSÈMO